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Mega best-selling author Zane returns to the world of her hugely popular novels Addicted and

Nervous in this dark and exhilarating follow-up featuring a beautiful but emotionally damaged pop

star desperate and determined to enact revenge on those who have caused her to hide behind her

fame. After fleeing from Atlanta years ago following a traumatic event, Caprice Tatum decides it's

time to return to her roots - only this time she's coming back as Wicket, the international pop

sensation who's the very definition of fame and fortune. And while she may be the perfect diva

onstage, offstage she's desperate to finally lay her past to rest. Her plan? Revenge. The deeper she

worms her way into Atlanta's most elite circles, the more Caprice unravels, putting herself and the

few people she trusts at risk, including Jonovan, her childhood crush whose compassion and allure

are almost too hot to handle. When her father suggests she see a therapist, Dr. Marcella Spencer,

Caprice finally begins to pick up her pieces and find an inner strength. But can Caprice truly

overcome her past? Or will it drag her even further into darkness?
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Anything Zane writes is amazing. This novel really gives insight into others lives whom may be

perceived as different, but there are so many common disorders that Many of us can relate too. You

are never alone, even when u believe u are and that's why Zanes characters are so important. You

never know what people could be suffering through every day from day to day. But no matter what I

always believe that there is a place for us during such a tough journey. I have been waiting for you



to write another Novel Zane for so many years so thank you !!! Please don't wake me wait too long

for number two :)

I have always enjoyed reading Zane books. This here is an eye opener to let us know that this is

real disease but giving you a great story to really understand it. Big Ups to Zane for another great

book!

I loved this book it touched on many different issues, mental illness, alternative lifestyles, revenge,

but most importantly it speaks about how it's okay to seek help for mental issues..

This book here! One of the things that I love about this book, along with Nervous and Addicted, is

that Zane addresses an all too real topic, and you learn something.Vengeance is hot, spicy, full of

drama, and revenge. I was caught up on the first page, and I planned to read a couple chapters,

and then go to bed. I looked up hours later, the sun was almost up, and I was finished with the book.

I love it when I read a book and it takes me through a myriad of emotions, and this is THAT book. I

laughed, cried, cussed (a lot), and I learned a few things about mental illness as well. To me, that is

what reading should be about.In typical Zane fashion, the sex is off the chain hot, and will have you

sitting there with your mouth stuck open, lol. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone and

also for a book club discussion!

This book was great I love Zane and how she is extremely detailed in her story I have almost all her

books and every one I have thus far is no disappointment great job you will forever be a favorite

This was a great story! A lot of moments had me tripping because chick was off the hook. LOL. I

loved the ending, though.

friendsIt was a good book I can't say normally it does not take me as long to get into your books but

this one took me a few chapters.

Great book! As I was reading, it seemed to mimic components of my past, which kept me turning

the pages. Fiction infused with the topics of abuse and mental health issues couldn't be more

compelling. Loved it!
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